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Desktop and Application Virtualization

PROTECTING DATA IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
THE CHALLENGE
While virtual environments can control network access for mobile
users and third-party partners, data risks remain. Many traditional
security technologies cannot eﬀectively operate in virtual
environments and are therefore blind to user activities and data
misuse, including attempts to access other sensitive systems. This
limitations increases the risk of loss or compromise of all sensitive
company data on shared network stores.

Digital Guardian operates in physical and virtual systems
independent of the network. This allows administrators to monitor
data usage and risk continuously, and apply role-based policies for
individual users at the point of use, including network access and
control. Digital Guardian enables large enterprises to adopt VDI
consumerization and cloud technologies while ensuring that their
processes. Regardless of whether running in a virtual or physical

As a result, companies migrating to virtual systems must often

•

on compensating controls in those environments. This leads to
security challenges such as:

•

•
•
•

Securing data egress points in virtual environments
Securing user data within redirected “home folders”
between virtual sessions
Tracking data distribution and use for compliance audits

Eﬀective data-centric policy enforcement requires a technology
solution that answers three questions in both physical and virtual
environments:
•
•
•

How sensitive is the data or application?
Who is accessing that data or application?
What is the user authorized to do with the data or
application?

ADVANCED DATA PROTECTION IN PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENTS
Digital Guardian is a proven data protection platform that enhances
the security features of Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) to
include policy-based data access and controls. Digital Guardian
in physical or virtual environments. This allows organizations to
consistently monitor and govern sensitive data transfers between
internal and mobile users, outsourced workforces, third-party
collaborators, and system administrators.

•

automated rules or user input
Enforces data access and controls policies at the user,
application, network, and session levels
Logs all user sessions and data transactions with evidentiaryquality forensics

ENFORCING USER-BASED POLICIES IN DYNAMIC VDI
ENVIRONMENTS
Digital Guardian endpoint agents can be embedded in linked VDI
data policies and correctly attribute all transactions during sessions.
When a user creates new content in the VDI, agents automatically
classify and tag the data appropriately.
SECURING USER DATA IN REDIRECTED HOME FOLDERS
Digital Guardian maintains the security of sensitive data redirected
to a user’s home folder that is stored on network shares between
dynamic VDI and application virtualization sessions. Digital
Guardian ensures that personal and proprietary data is not exposed
during redirection or storage by automatically encrypting relevant

Digital Guardian’s identity-based encryption model ensures that
home directory. This protects data while still allowing privileged
administrators to access the directory itself for routine maintenance
and backups.

For more information, visit
www.digitalguardian.com
®

SECURING DATA ON MOBILE DEVICES
TM
to
Many companies allow the use of mobile devices such as iPads
access corporate data and applications, but struggle to enforce data
policies on these devices.

VDI DATA USAGE ENFORCEMENT & AUDITING

When a VDI session is accessed via a mobile device, Digital Guardian
is capable of controlling and auditing all data usage within the VDI
session.
MANAGING DATA EGRESS
Digital Guardian audits and controls the use of sensitive data across
all endpoint egress channels and maintains user- and sessionattributable event forensics:
•
•
•
•
•

Email - Corporate (such as Microsoft Outlook or IBM Notes)
and web-based (Gmail, Yahoo Mail, etc.)
Removable Media Devices - USB, DVD, CD
Print - Local or network printers
Network Uploads - All ports and protocols
Web/Browser Uploads - Dropbox, Box, Google Drive,
OneDrive

•
•

•
•

Integrated platform for detecting, deterring, and preventing
insider threats in physical or virtual environments
Digital Guardian agents embedded within gold and
cloned images monitor, audit, and control all VDI session
transactions
Records user-attributable session activity as sequenced,
compressed, hashed, signed, and encrypted event forensics
Centralized management architecture supports regional and
role-based policy administration and reporting

•

•

stored within home directories or in the cloud cannot be
accessed by unauthorized users
Provides complete data policy enforcement on mobile
devices accessing VDI sessions

•

•

copying to removable media/ CD/DVD, network uploads,
emails, printing, Copy and Paste, Save, and Save As
Policy and reporting architecture supports high availability
and disaster recovery requirements for on-premises and
managed security program deployments

SECURING DATA IN VDI ENVIRONMENTS
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Companies serious about data protection choose Digital Guardian.
BAKOTECH Group is the oﬃcial distributor of Digital Guardian.
BAKOTECH is one of the leaders in focused Value Added IT distribution,
oﬃcially operating in 26 countries covering Eastern Europe, the Baltic States,
the CIS and the Balkans.
For more information:
www.bakotech.com, digitalguardian@bakotech.com, +38 044 273 33 33
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